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a b s t r a c t

We describe purity measurements of the natural and enriched xenon stockpiles used by the EXO-200

double beta decay experiment based on a mass spectrometry technique. The sensitivity of the

spectrometer is enhanced by several orders of magnitude by the presence of a liquid nitrogen cold

trap, and many impurity species of interest can be detected at the level of one part-per-billion or better.

We have used the technique to screen the EXO-200 xenon before, during, and after its use in our

detector, and these measurements have proven useful. This is the first application of the cold trap mass

spectrometry technique to an operating physics experiment.

& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The EXO collaboration is constructing and operating a series of
experiments to search for the neutrinoless double beta decay of
ll rights reserved.
136Xe [1]. The first such experiment, known as EXO-200, is
currently collecting data at the WIPP facility near Carlsbad, New
Mexico [2]. EXO-200 is sensitive to a neutrinoless double beta
decay half life of 6:4� 1025 years, equivalent to a Majorana
neutrino mass of order � 100 meV.

The EXO-200 detector is a liquid xenon time projection
chamber (TPC). Ionization in the liquid xenon is collected by
two anode grids, and xenon scintillation (at 178 nm) is observed
by large area avalanche photodiodes (LAAPDs) [3]. To ensure that
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radioactive backgrounds in the detector materials do not obscure
the double beta decay signal, a comprehensive materials screen-
ing program was employed during the construction of the
experiment [4]. This program measured and certified the radio-
purity of all passive detector materials, including the TPC instru-
mentation, the cabling, the xenon vessel, and the shielding
materials.

In this article we describe a complementary program to study
the purity of the xenon source isotope itself. This campaign has
been carried out before and after the natural xenon commission-
ing run in December 2010–January 2011, and more recently
during the first detector operations with enriched xenon. These
measurements have allowed us to verify that both xenon stock-
piles are suitable for their intended purposes in EXO-200, to
monitor the performance of the xenon gas purifiers, and to screen
for radioactive backgrounds from 85Kr and 39Ar beta decay.

The measurements described in this article are based on a cold
trap mass spectrometry technique which was developed to study
O2, N2, and CH4 impurities in xenon [5]. More recently the method
has been extended to krypton impurities as well [6]. The method
was originally demonstrated in a bench-test environment using
large quantities of xenon gas. In this paper we describe how we
have adapted the technique and applied it to a working neutrino
physics experiment, and we report our results.

Mass spectrometry has several attractive features as an analysis
technique. It can detect both electronegative and non-electrone-
gative impurity species, including O2 and some of the problematic
noble gases which contain radioactive isotopes. It allows each
impurity species to be identified and counted individually. It also
allows the purity of the xenon to be screened, and possibly
corrected, prior to detector operations, which is similar to how
all other EXO-200 detector materials are treated. On the other
hand, this method does not directly measure the electron lifetime
of the liquid xenon, nor is it sensitive to short-lived radioactive
species like 222Rn. Despite these drawbacks, we have found the
mass spectrometry method to be useful for many purposes.
2. Purity requirements

Both the natural xenon and enriched xenon stockpiles should
be relatively free of electronegative impurities for successful TPC
operations. For example, the O2 concentration should be less than
� 1 ppb in order to collect ionization over the 20 cm drift length
of the detector [7]. Other eletronegative impurity species may
have larger or smaller electron capture cross-sections. For exam-
ple, the capture cross-section of N2, measured in liquid Ar, is
about a factor of 1000 smaller than that of O2 [8].

Krypton and argon impurities are problematic because they
include the beta emitters 85Kr and 39Ar. For the natural xenon
stockpile, which is intended for detector commissioning only, these
radioactive backgrounds are not critical, provided that the event rate
does not exceed the capabilities of the data acquisition system. For
the enriched xenon, however, the constraints are less trivial. With Q

values of 687 keV and 565 keV respectively, these decays could
obscure a significant portion of the two neutrino double beta decay
spectrum, which has a broad maximum at 800 keV in 136Xe.

If we require that the total decay rate of each of these two
backgrounds does not exceed the two neutrino decay rate of
136Xe, then using the standard isotopic abundances (� 2� 10�11

85Kr/natKr [9] and � 8� 10�16 39Ar/natAr [10]), the published
limit2 for the two neutrino decay rate (1:0� 1022 years [12]),
2 These purity requirements were formulated prior to the measurement of the
136Xe two-neutrino decay rate by EXO-200 reported in Ref. [11].
and the 136Xe enrichment factor of 80%, we find that the
concentration of natural krypton and argon in the enriched xenon
should be less than 27 parts-per-trillion g/g and 7.9 parts-per-
million g/g, respectively. Clearly the krypton goal is much more
stringent than the argon goal, so krypton contamination is the
more serious concern. It should also be noted, however, that these
goals are quite conservative, since the two-neutrino spectrum of
136Xe extends up to 2457 keV, well beyond the endpoint energies
of these beta decay backgrounds.

Note that the mass spectrometry technique does not detect
85Kr and 39Ar directly, but instead detects the stable and abun-
dant isotopes 84Kr and 40Ar. The concentrations of the radioactive
components can then be inferred from the isotopic abundances,
when these are known. Radon is another radioactive noble gas
which is a serious concern. However, radon cannot be detected by
our method, because the relevant number of radon atoms is too
small to be seen by mass spectrometry, hence we do not consider
it further in this article.
3. Methodology

Our analysis technique is similar to the method described in
Refs. [5,6]. We use a residual gas analyzer (RGA) mass spectro-
meter to measure the impurity content of xenon gas. The RGA
operates under a high vacuum (10�5 torr or less), so only modest
amounts of xenon gas can be admitted into the device at one
time. This is accomplished with a precise vacuum leak valve. The
RGA measures the partial pressures of the relevant atomic
masses, and these partial pressures are proportional to both the
concentration of the various gas species and to their flow rate
through the leak valve. By opening the leak valve further and
further, we can increase the flow rate to an arbitrarily high value,
resulting in higher and higher RGA partial pressures for all
species. In principle this allows very small concentrations of
impurities to be detected above background levels. In practice,
however, the use of very high flow rates will cause the RGA to
saturate due to the high partial pressure of the bulk xenon gas.
Once the pressure of the xenon rises above 10�5 torr, the RGA will
be unable to operate, and this limits the impurity sensitivity of
the RGA to about one part-per-million.

Since we desire to detect impurities at the part-per-billion
level or better, we must prevent RGA saturation by removing the
bulk xenon from the sampled gas. This is accomplished by placing
a liquid nitrogen cold trap between the leak valve and the RGA. At
the output of the cold trap, the xenon partial pressure is held
fixed at the vapor pressure of xenon ice at 77 K (1:8� 10�3 torr),
independent of the leak valve setting and the flow rate. The xenon
partial pressure is further reduced below 10�5 torr at the RGA by
including a high impedance element in the vacuum plumbing
after the cold trap. With the xenon pressure now held fixed, we
can increase the flow rate, and therefore the partial pressures of
many impurity species, by several orders of magnitude. In
laboratory bench tests this method has achieved sensitivity to
0.12 ppb of O2 and 0.3 ppt of Kr (g/g) [5,6]. Impurities which do
not pass through the cold trap at liquid nitrogen temperature,
such as H2O or heavy hydrocarbons, cannot be detected in this
way, but in some cases they may be detectable as an excess
background level in the cold trap plumbing after it returns to
room temperature.

For reasons of simplicity, we constructed the xenon gas
analysis system as a stand-alone device separate from the EXO-
200 xenon handling system, which is shown schematically in
Fig. 1. Xenon gas is collected from the various locations of
interest, typically the xenon gas cylinders (S1), the output of the
xenon gas purifier (S2), or the output of the TPC (S3). The gas



Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the EXO-200 xenon handling system. We collect gas

samples from S1 (xenon bottle farm), S2 (after purifier), and S3 (TPC gas

return line).

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the mass spectrometry system. Three half liter

sample bottles feed xenon gas into the liquid nitrogen cold trap through a leak

valve. The RGA analyzes the species which pass through the trap unimpeded. The

calibration bottle contains xenon with known levels of O2, Ar, and Kr impurities.
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Fig. 3. RGA data from a typical measurement of the calibration xenon. Xenon ice

was established in the trap prior to t¼0 by opening the leak valve to 1.2 turns. At

t¼3 min, the leak valve is opened to 1.56 turns, and O2, Ar, Kr, and N2 are all

clearly observed. The leak valve is closed at t¼8 min. The peak partial pressure of

each species is taken as a figure-of-merit for impurity concentration, after

accounting for the flow rate dependence.
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sampling is done by attaching a 0.5 L stainless steel sample
bottles to a sampling port through a valve. In the case where
we sample a high pressure source like a gas cylinder, the sampling
port is the output of a pressure regulator. The sample bottle is
evacuated to less than 10�7 torr with a turbo pump, and then
filled with xenon gas at room temperature. Outgassing from the
metal sample bottle contributes a negligible background for most
impurity species (such as oxygen and krypton). The pressure of
the xenon gas in the sample bottle is set either by the regulator
(for a high pressure source) or by the pressure of the EXO-200
xenon gas system. In either case the sample pressure is typically
between 0.5 and 1.5 atmospheres. The sample bottle is then
disconnected and installed on the analysis system.

A schematic of the analysis system is shown in Fig. 2. It consists
of a bottle manifold, a capacitive manometer, a vacuum leak valve,
a U-shaped liquid nitrogen cold trap, a low-conductance plumbing
element, an MKS eVision RGA, a cold cathode vacuum gauge, and a
turbo pump. The capacitive manometer (MKS Baratron model
627B) measures the pressure in the sample bottle before and
during the impurity measurement. The leak valve (Kurt J. Lesker
part number VZLVM940R) admits the sampled gas to the cold trap
at much reduced pressure and allows for control of the flow rate
into the trap. The cold trap consists of a U-shaped segment of
3.8 cm OD stainless steel tube with a height of 38 cm designed to
be immersed in a liquid nitrogen bath. The low conductance
element is a � 20 cm segment of 0.6 cm and 0.95 cm OD plumbing
with several right angle bends. A stainless steel bottle is attached
to the output of the cold trap to allow the sampled xenon to be
recovered and stored after the conclusion of the impurity
measurement. The cold cathode gauge allows the total pressure
at the RGA to be monitored and recorded, which is important for
preventing RGA saturation effects. We have found that the
response of the MKS RGA is very linear as long as the total pressure
is less than 1:0� 10�5 torr.

The analysis system includes a port with a pressure regulator
to allow one or more sample bottles to be filled with calibration
xenon. We prepared the calibration xenon gas with known
concentrations of O2, Ar, and Kr, by mixing known quantities of
these impurities with a known amount of xenon. Except where
otherwise noted, all of our impurity measurements are quantified
by comparing to such calibration xenon.

Once a xenon gas sample has been collected and attached to
the analysis system, we analyze the sample for impurities as
follows. The RGA is prepared to measure and record the partial
pressures as a function of time of the relevant species, as shown
in Fig. 3. We typically monitor, in atomic mass units, 28 (N2), 32
(O2), 18 (H2O), 136 (Xe), 2 (H2), 40 (Ar), and 84 (Kr). We cool the
cold trap with liquid nitrogen while it is still being pumped to
ultra-high vacuum with the turbo pump, and then the xenon gas
is admitted into the cold trap in two steps. First, the leak valve is
opened to 1.2 turns, which admits xenon into the cold trap at a
very small flow rate, below 10�4 standard liters per minute
(SLPM). Xenon ice forms in the cold trap and the analysis system
is purged of residual trace impurities by the flowing gas. We wait
about 5 or 10 min for the backgrounds to stabilize before
proceeding. Second, we open the leak valve to a larger flow rate,
usually 1.56 turns corresponding to a flow rate of � 0:1 SLPM. The
higher flow rate used in this step allows impurities to be observed
with high sensitivity, typically one part-per-billion or better.

The xenon gas in the sample bottle is slowly depleted as it
flows into the cold trap. This causes the sample bottle pressure,
and the flow rate through the leak valve, to decrease in time while
the measurement takes place (see Fig. 3). After a measurement
period of about 5 min, the leak valve is closed, the cold trap is
allowed to warm to room temperature, and the xenon in the cold
trap and the sample bottle is collected in the recovery bottle with
liquid nitrogen. It is sometimes useful to take a one final RGA
mass spectrum of the cold trap at room temperature to look for
impurity species such as H2O, solvents, or heavy hydrocarbons
which would be trapped in the cold trap at liquid nitrogen
temperature.



Table 1
Analysis system response factors for several species, relative to O2, in units of g/g.

Impurity species AMUs Response factor relative to O2

He 4 5.0

CH4 15 3.0

N2 28 1.6

Ar 40 1.1

Kr 84 0.25
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Note that to achieve the best sensitivity, the highest possible
flow rate should be used for each measurement, limited only by
RGA saturation effects. Since the xenon pressure is held fixed by
the cold trap, RGA saturation can only be caused by impurity
species which pass through the cold trap, such as O2, N2, and Ar. If
the xenon gas sample is largely free of these impurities, the leak
valve can be opened far beyond 1.56 turns, which results in higher
flow and even greater sensitivity. Conversely, if the xenon purity is
very poor, lower flow rates must be used to prevent saturation.
4. Data analysis and calibration

Previous experiments have shown that the RGA partial pres-
sures of many impurity species of interest are proportional to
both their concentration in the xenon gas and to the flow rate
through the leak valve [5,6]. The partial pressures divided by the
flow rate therefore gives a figure-of-merit which is proportional
to the impurity concentration, and this figure-of-merit can be
calibrated in terms of absolute concentration using xenon gas of
known purity.

The measurements described in this article differ from that of
Ref. [5] in that only a modest quantity of xenon gas is available for
analysis in each sample, typically less than one standard liter.
Therefore the sample pressure noticeably decreases during the
measurement process, and so the flow rate through the leak valve
changes as well. We account for the changing flow rate as follows.
For a fixed leak valve setting, the flow rate as a function of time is
determined by the initial xenon gas pressure in the sample bottle.
Therefore the maximal values, or peak values, of the impurity
partial pressures, which are realized in the first 1–2 min of the
RGA measurement, also depend on the initial sample bottle
pressure. As shown in Fig. 4, we have measured this dependence
for O2, Ar, and Kr, at our nominal leak valve setting of 1.56 turns,
using xenon gas from our calibration cylinder. The data are well
described by a simple exponential fit, and we use this fit to derive
an expression for a sample bottle pressure correction factor (CF):

CFðDpÞ ¼ e�aDp ð1Þ

where Dp is the initial sample pressure minus 1000 torr, and a is
ð2:2270:45Þ � 10�3, ð1:9770:35Þ � 10�3, and ð1:7870:6Þ � 10�3

for O2, Ar, and Kr respectively (all in units of torr�1). This
correction factor accounts for the flow rate dependence of the
peak partial pressure for each species.
Fig. 4. The peak partial pressure of O2, Ar, and Kr as a function of initial sample

bottle pressure for the standard leak valve position using calibration xenon.

The differences in the y-axis scales for the three species reflect their concentra-

tions in the calibration xenon. The data are described well by the indicated

exponential fits.
The O2, Ar, and Kr concentration of a xenon gas sample is
determined by comparing the corrected peak partial pressure
with the same value from a sample bottle filled with the
calibration xenon at 1000 torr initial pressure:

rðsampleÞ ¼
CF � PPðsampleÞ

PPðcalib@1000torrÞ
� rðcalibÞ ð2Þ

where r is the concentration of the impurity and PP is the peak
partial pressure. The calibration xenon has been prepared with
1.0 part-per-million (ppm) O2, 1.6 ppm Ar, and 42 part-per-billion
(ppb) Kr, in units of g/g.

Our calibration xenon does not contain CH4 or helium, and the
amount of N2 is not independently known, so for these species we
make two adjustments. First, we correct for the flow rate
dependence at our nominal leak valve setting by assuming the
input-pressure correction curve for O2. We take a systematic error
of 10% on this correction. Secondly, to account for the species-
dependent response of the analysis system, including factors such
as the probability that each impurity survives the cold trap and its
ionization potential at the RGA filament, we apply a relative
species response factor as listed in Table 1. These species response
factors were empirically determined by comparing each species
to O2 in separate bench test measurements at constant input
pressure, and are valid to within 30%.

To monitor for daily variations in the system response,
including changes in the RGA gain, we periodically calibrate the
analysis system using our cylinder of calibration xenon gas. Fig. 5
shows the variations in the system response to various impurities
for our calibration xenon over a period of six months. To account
for these variations, we use the average calibration for each
species before and after the date of the gas sample analysis, and
we take the deviation from the average to be a systematic
uncertainty. For most of our measurements, this is the dominat-
ing uncertainty in the impurity concentration measurement.

It is important to note that the statistical error on the partial
pressure measurements is typically very small, because we have
the freedom to raise the impurity partial pressures to any desired
level simply by opening the leak valve further, and because
the RGA has ample time to make repeated measurements of the
signals. Under these conditions, systematic errors such as
the time variation of the RGA gain dominate the total error on
the impurity concentration measurement.
5. Results

5.1. Purity measurements from the EXO-200 natural xenon run

EXO-200 carried out a commissioning run in December 2010–
January 2011 using natural (unenriched) xenon. This xenon was
supplied by the gas vendor in six compressed gas cylinders, five of
which contained 35 kg of xenon, and one of which contained
50 kg. We analyzed each of the cylinders with the cold trap mass
spectrometry technique prior to filling the EXO-200 TPC. After the
commissioning run was completed, the xenon was recovered into
the gas cylinders using two xenon gas compressors. One final
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sample of the mixed xenon was taken and analyzed after the
recovery was completed. Results from all of these measurements
are shown in Table 2.

The EXO-200 natural xenon was also sampled from the TPC
xenon gas return line (sample location S3 in Fig. 1) while the TPC
was filled with liquid xenon, and also during the xenon recovery
process at the conclusion of the natural xenon run. The noble gas
impurity measurements from these samples are listed in Table 3.

5.2. Purity measurements of the EXO-200 enriched xenon

After the recovery of the natural xenon, and a thorough pump-
down of the vessel to remove the krypton impurities, EXO-200
began operations with xenon gas enriched by ultra-centrifugation
to 80% in 136Xe . The enriched xenon is stored in 10 compressed
gas cylinders. Because of the value of the material and the risk
involved with any handling of it, most of the cylinders were not
sampled individually, however the EXO-200 xenon gas handling
system was sampled before and during detector filling to monitor
the purification and liquefaction process. The first enriched xenon
cylinder, known as E-42, was used to fill the detector vessel with
� 1 atmosphere of gaseous xenon prior to liquefaction. This gas
was sampled from port S3 to confirm that the krypton present in
the natural xenon run had been successfully removed. All 10
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Fig. 5. Peak partial pressure measurements of the calibration xenon from 9/30/

2010 to 3/30/2011, corrected to 1000 torr input pressure equivalent. Kr, Ar, and O2

correspond to a fixed concentration of 42.4, 1200 and 1000 �10�9 g=g respec-

tively. Statistical errors on these measurements are negligible, so the time-

variation of these data reflects a systematic error. Kr, Ar, and O2 are correlated,

which is indicative of an RGA gain variation. Xenon is less correlated because its

partial pressure depends somewhat on the level of the liquid nitrogen in

the dewar.

Table 2
Results of Kr, Ar, N2, O2, and helium concentration measurements from the EXO-200 n

sampled prior to filling the detector. E2 and E4 show evidence for air contamination. See

all six cylinders. ‘After recovery’ refers to a sample extracted from the gas cylinder

compressors. The indicated uncertainties include all systematic errors and is dominated

of the natural mixture of isotopes.

Label Kr (ppb) Ar (ppb)

E4 (35 kg) 60.176.7 18507850

E6 (35 kg) 85.479.5 27.4712.6

E7 (35 kg) 25.172.8 30.3713.9

E2 (35 kg) 32.773.6 131760

E8 (50 kg) 20.776.6 2.270.9

E5 (35 kg) 36.474.4 2.670.6

Stockpile avg. 42.675.7 3197146

After recovery 42.9716.6 256753
enriched bottles were then opened and liquefaction commenced.
The contamination levels of samples taken at different phases of
the detector filling are listed in Table 4.
6. Discussion

6.1. Electronegative impurities in the natural xenon stockpile

As shown in Table 2, four of the EXO-200 natural xenon gas
cylinders supplied by the vendor contained less than 1 part-per-
million of N2 and less than one part-per-billion of O2. This purity
level is remarkable, because it is comparable to that required for
successful TPC operations, even without further purification.
Cylinders E2 and E4, however, show modest amounts of N2, O2,
and Ar, consistent with air contamination. Furthermore, analysis
of two other EXO-200 natural xenon gas cylinders, not listed in
Table 2, had much larger amounts of air, estimated to be
hundreds of parts-per-million. The air contamination was likely
introduced during an EXO cryogenics commissioning run in 2009,
when one of the xenon recovery compressors had a leaky valve.

From the concentration measurements shown in Table 2, we
calculate that the total mass of N2 and O2 in the unpurified natural
xenon stockpile was 1.3 g and 0.5 g, respectively. These modest
quantities are readily removed by the zirconium getters without
becoming exhausted [13]. Therefore these six cylinders were certified
for use in EXO-200. The two cylinders with more significant air
contamination, not shown in Table 2, would have easily over-
whelmed the purifiers and exposed the TPC to large quantities of
oxygen, and so they were returned to the gas vendor for reprocessing.

6.2. Natural xenon purity after recovery

After the conclusion of the natural xenon commissioning run,
the xenon was recovered into the six storage cylinders and
atural xenon gas cylinders. The six gas cylinders labeled E2–E8 were individually

Section 6.1 for details. ‘Stockpile avg.’ refers to the mass-weighed average purity of

s after the xenon was recovered from the EXO-200 TPC vessel with xenon gas

by RGA gain drift. ppb refers to 10�9 g=g. All concentrations are reported in terms

N2 (ppb) O2 (ppb) He (ppb)

32 200712 500 14 30073190 8407270

11707370 o6:5 5887305

8097256 o1:8 5817301

24907790 6167138 4447230

46.9718.9 o1:9 8.574.1

12.272.7 o0:8 o0:1

572072180 23207520 3847173

108725 o0:3 257783

Table 3
Concentrations of Kr, Ar, and He, in the EXO-200 xenon handling system during

and after the natural xenon commissioning run. The ‘‘stockpile avg.’’ and ‘‘after

recovery’’ results are taken from Table 2. When liquid xenon is present in the TPC,

the xenon vapor above the liquid shows a deficit of these noble gas impurities.

After recovery there is an overabundance of impurities left in the residual gas in

the detector.

Kr (ppb) Ar (ppb) He (ppb)

Stockpile avg., before liquefaction 42.675.7 3197146 3847173

Port S3, detector filled with liquid 4.471.7 1.070.2 o0:04

Port S3, during liquid recovery 21.878.4 26.275.4 o0:06

Port S3, residual gas after recovery 118746 18907390 30607980

Port S1, after recovery 42.9716.6 256753 257783



Table 4

Results of selected purity measurements of the EXO-200 enriched xenon. ppb refers to 10�9 g=g. The samples are listed in chronological order, although the labeling is out

of order.

Sample Port Comment O2 (ppb) N2 (ppb) Ar (ppb) He (ppb) Kr (ppb) CH4 (ppb)

Enr-A S3 Purified TPC gas, before liquefaction o0:7 o4:5 128761 a 70736 o0:4 o1:9

Enr-Hb S1 Stockpile mixture, before purification o0:4 329781 8.972.0 a 42714 0.023570.004 24.976.1

Enr-F S2 Start of liquefaction, after purifier o4 o28 9.572.0 1.570.5 0.051770.007 1.370.3

Enr-G S2 During liquefaction, after purifier o3 o27 7.671.8 1.370.4 0.03870.007 1.770.4

Enr-I S1 Dedicated Kr search, repeat of Enr-H 0.0274 70.004

a The helium concentration in these samples may be erroneously elevated due to a small amount of helium remaining in the plumbing following a leak test procedure.
b CF4 was also seen in this sample. All concentrations are reported in terms of the natural mixture of isotopes.
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Fig. 6. Detection of krypton in the enriched xenon at high flow rate (sample Enr-

H). The signal drops rapidly after peaking due to the rapidly decreasing input

pressure which is realized with the large leak rate. Comparing to the calibration

xenon gives a krypton concentration of 23.574 parts-per-trillion (g/g).
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sampled again. As shown in Table 2, the concentrations of the
noble gas impurities remained the same before and after the run,
as expected, since they are not removed by the zirconium getter.
The concentration of O2 and N2 was significantly reduced after the
recovery, having been removed by the zirconium getter during
detector filling and re-circulation. However, some detectable N2

remains after the recovery, most likely from outgassing from the
acrylic and teflon TPC components. No detectable O2 is found
after recovery, which validates the integrity of the recovery
plumbing, including the xenon compressors.

6.3. Krypton and argon content of the natural xenon

Krypton and argon impurities were detected in the natural
xenon before, during, and after the commissioning run. As shown
in Table 3, the average krypton and argon concentrations in the
natural xenon stockpile are 42.675.7 ppb (g/g) and 202720 ppb
(g/g), respectively. The 85Kr beta decay was, in fact, observed in
the TPC data during the natural xenon commissioning run. The
decay rate observed in the TPC is consistent with the mass
spectrometry result, assuming the standard 85Kr isotopic abun-
dance of � 10�11. Note that this krypton level is acceptable, since
the natural xenon is only used for detector commissioning.

It is also apparent from Table 3 that in samples of xenon gas
taken above the liquid, the noble gas impurity concentrations
appear suppressed below their average values for the homoge-
neous gas phase. We find that the krypton concentration is
reduced by a factor of 10, argon by a factor of 200, and helium
by more than a factor of 6000. This could indicate that the
solubility of these impurities in liquid xenon is rather large.

Conversely, after the xenon was recovered into the storage
cylinders at the conclusion of the natural xenon run, the residual
gas left behind in the TPC vessel was sampled and shown to be
enriched in the noble gas impurities (see Table 3). This over-
abundance is presumably due to the distillation effect of the
recovery process. This krypton measurement, in particular, con-
firmed that it would be necessary to evacuate the TPC vessel
before filling with enriched xenon.

6.4. Electronegative content of the enriched xenon

As shown in Table 4, no O2 was observed in the unpurified
enriched xenon, with a limit of o0:4 parts-per-billion g=g being
set, but N2 was observed at a level of 329781 parts-per-billion
g/g, for a total N2 burden of 0.06 g. This amount was easily
removed by the purifiers, as confirmed by subsequent measure-
ments at port S2. Methane was also observed in the unpurified
enriched xenon, and a small amount remained at the purifier
output, consistent with the expected purification efficiency
for that species [13]. Measurements performed by our Gas
Purity Monitors, on the other hand, did find positive evidence
for electronegative species in the purified enriched xenon, in
contrast to the cold trap measurements discussed here. Those
GPM measurements and related studies will be described in a
future publication.
6.5. Krypton and argon content of the enriched xenon

The centrifugation process is expected to efficiently remove
krypton from the enriched xenon stockpile, and indeed a sample
of purified enriched xenon gas collected from the TPC prior to
liquefaction placed a limit of 0.4 ppb on the krypton concentra-
tion (see sample Enr-A in Table 4). Argon and helium were seen in
this sample, which is surprising since these species should also be
removed by the centrifuges.

To improve our sensitivity to much smaller concentrations of
krypton, we performed additional analysis of enriched xenon
samples using the largest flow rate which can be achieved with
our vacuum leak valve, which is about 100 times higher than our
standard flow rate. We account for the increased flow rate by
measuring the average krypton partial pressure and the average
flow rate observed in the first 45 s of each dataset. We then take
the ratio of these averages as our figure-of-merit for xenon purity.
As usual, this measurement technique was calibrated by compar-
ing to the calibration xenon.

As listed in Table 4, and shown in Fig. 6, gas sample Enr-H
found strong evidence for the presence of krypton in the enriched
xenon at a concentration of 23.574 parts-per-trillion (g/g).
A second measurement (Enr-I) found a krypton level of 27.47
4 parts-per-trillion (g/g). Averaging the two values we find the
value to the krypton concentration in the enriched xenon to be
25.573 parts-per-trillion (g/g).
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Taken at face value, these measurements satisfy our goals for
krypton and argon impurities in the enriched xenon. However, an
important caveat should be noted. Since our mass spectrometry
technique measures the stable isotopes of krypton and argon
(84Kr and 40Ar), the radioactive components must be inferred
from knowledge of the isotopic abundances. In the case of the
EXO-200 enriched xenon, the standard isotopic abundances may
be in error for two reasons. First, the radioactive components
decrease as the xenon ages, and the date of bottling is not known
very well. Secondly, the centrifugation process will increase the
fraction of the heavy isotopes relative to the light ones. In the case
of argon, both effects tend to reduce the 39Ar abundance (satisfy-
ing our goal even more strongly), but for 85Kr the enrichment
effect works opposite to the aging effect, and the final result is not
precisely known. Measurement of the other stable isotopes of
krypton indicates that the 86Kr/84Kr ratio may be enhanced by as
much as 50% relative to its natural value, but with a large
statistical uncertainty. This places a loose constraint on the
krypton enrichment effect in our xenon. We conclude that the
85Kr abundance is comparable to our goal, although a precise
determination is not possible.
7. Conclusion

We have applied the cold trap mass spectrometry technique to
study the purity of the xenon stockpiles of the EXO-200 double
beta decay experiment. Compared to Ref. [5], we have modified
the technique to allow the analysis of relatively small samples of
xenon gas, typically less than one standard liter. This is the first
application of this method to a working physics experiment.

We find that the method is most useful when samples of the
xenon gas are collected and analyzed before liquefaction and after
recovery. Samples collected from the xenon vapor during detector
operations, on the other hand, found anomalously low noble gas
impurity levels, as shown in Table 3. We infer that these species
are missing from the gas phase due to solvation effects, and this
places some limitation on the usefulness of mass spectrometry
data collected during detector operations.

The measurements have nevertheless provided much useful
guidance as we have filled and operated EXO-200 for the first
time. Our natural xenon screening campaign verified the suit-
ability of the EXO-200 natural xenon stockpile, and it allowed us
to isolate two natural xenon cylinders whose impurity content
would have saturated our purifiers. We measured the krypton
content of the natural and enriched xenon prior to filling the
detector. We also found that the unpurified enriched xenon was
largely free of O2, but contained modest quantities of N2 and
methane.
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